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The New Teacher
How to use

in your training.

Look at the Learning Goals for knowledge, teaching skills 
and reflective practice. These outcomes will help you to 
identify which units of learning are most useful for you, or 
for your trainees’ professional development. 

They will help you to establish 
short-term and long-term goals 
for this training course, and for 
future training.

Before and after the module...
Read the Themes 
and Main Ideas to 
prepare you for 
each unit.

After 2.4 is a Teaching Practicum and Observation table for you to complete. This will help you to put into 
practice the knowledge and skills you have gained from The New Teacher.

At the end of the module is an answers section. This has answers and example answers to some of the 
exercises and activities. Some questions rely on your own opinions and experience. We don’t provide 
example answers for all of these.

The aim of this module is to develop the knowledge, teaching skills and reflective practice that are 
important for successful practitioners of learner-centred pedagogy. 
This introduction will help you to understand the learning outcomes and learning strategies 
presented in the course. Each section of The New Teacher will include: 
•	 Exercises: to help you develop and apply the knowledge necessary for best practice in the 

classroom.
•	 Activities: to help you develop the teaching skills necessary for best practice in the classroom.
•	 Reflections: to help you apply your new skills and knowledge to real-life teaching contexts 

such as your own classroom.



9Module 1 How Do Learners Learn?

A Look at the picture and answer the 
questions.

1. How are these two learners different? 

2. How do they learn?

3. Are the learners in your classes all the 
same? 

4. Do they all learn in the same way?

P
review

accurate:  rSefuefaom/

application: toHk;csrI/

assessment: tuJjzwf ppfaq;rI/

categorise: trsdK;tpm;cGJjcm;jcif;/
comprehension: oabmaygufem;vnfjcif;/

dominant: vTrf;rkd;jcif;/

flow chart: tcsuftvuf pD;qif;qufpyfrIjy y/Hk

handout: pmoifcef;wGif; a0ay;aom  

avhusihfcef; tp&Sdonfh pm&Gufpmwrf;rsm;/

mind map: qufpyfrIjy yHkazmfjcif;/

motivate: pdwfyg0ifpm;atmif vIHYaqmfonf/

oral: EIwftm;jzihf/

recall: jyefvnf owd&rSwfrdonf/

revise: jyefvSefMunhf&Ijcif;/

roleplay: jzpfpOfESihfavsmfnDatmif u@tvkduf  

o&kyfaqmifjcif;/

stimulation: wuf<uvIyf&Sm;atmif  

vHIUaqmfay;jcif;/

survey: tcsuftvuf aumuf,lpkaqmif;jcif;/

symbol: trSwfoauFw/

text: pmom;/

1.2 Different Sides of the Learner

Key words and phrases in 1.2

1.2.1 Learning Styles 

Ideas about Learning - “Learning Styles”
One way to understand our learners and meet their needs is to understand their learning styles. 

In 2001, a researcher called Neil Fleming investigated the idea that most people have a preferred 
learning style - visual, auditory or kinesthetic. Teachers can use this knowledge to design learning 
activities to help learners improve their performance.

Lead in...
How a person learns can be demonstrated in several different ways. Teachers can use this knowledge to 
motivate their learners.

In the module, you will find:
Previews. Every section starts 
with a Preview task to get you 
thinking and talking about 
the topic and to activate your 
prior knowledge in an area.

Answers to Previews, where 
possible, are at the back of 
the module.

Key Words and Phrases are 
technical terms we think are 
important to understand. You 
don’t need to memorise them 
all. You will see these words 
in bold when you read the 
text.

Lead-ins introduce the  
main idea of the section. 

Ideas about Learning set out 
the background theories that 
have led to the development 
of more learner-centred 
teaching, learning activities 
and strategies. They provide 
a deeper understanding of 
how these activities and 
strategies can promote 
learner success.
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B Discuss these questions.

1. What happens in a class if a teacher uses only 
their favorite teaching/learning style? Does this 
help learners learn effectively?

2. Should a learner be aware of their own learning 
style?

C Fill the gaps.

equally wider strongest favoured three

1. Learners can use their _____ learning style to 
help them learn, e.g. when revising.

2. Teachers should use all _____ styles in their 
teaching to help all their learners _____.

3. Teachers can help learners develop their less 
_____ learning styles and use a _____ range of 
study techniques.

D Group presentation. As a group, choose a learning style. Make sure the class covers 
all three styles. Follow the instructions.

1. Look at an activities book. Make a list of classroom activities in the book that are useful 
for your group's learning style. 

2. Add other activities from your own teaching/learning experience.

3. Make a poster presenting the activities useful for your learning style.

4. Look at the other groups’ presentations. Add information and ideas to other groups' 
presentations.

5. Make notes of the best ideas. Identify the activities that you would use in your 
classroom.

E In a reflective journal...

1. Describe something you learnt in this 
subsection, and why that was significant 
for you.

2. How has learning about this topic changed 
the way you think about your teaching?

3. Does it make you want to change the way 
you teach? In what way will you change 
your teaching style? 

A
ctivity
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Exercise

Summary - 1.2.1: Learning Styles
By recognising and understanding your own learning styles, you can use techniques better suited to 
you. This improves the speed and quality of your learning.

Exercises check understanding 
of the ideas in the section. 
They offer ways to apply these 
theories and develop relevant 
teaching skills in your own 
teaching context. 
 
Answers to Exercises, where 
possible, are at the back of the 
module.

Activities are designed to help 
develop the skills necessary 
for best practice in learner-
centred pedagogy. 
These include planning, 
designing and adapting 
activities to suit different 
types of learners, classroom 
arrangements and class sizes.

Answers to Activities, where 
possible, are at the back of 
the module.

Reflections ask you to think 
about your own teaching 
and learning practices. This 
is based on the idea that all 
learner-centred teaching 
practice involves a process 
of planning, teaching and 
evaluating your teaching in 
order to plan the next lesson. 
Reflections focus on how the 
knowledge and skills used in 
this module are applied in a 
classroom.

Summaries remind you of the 
main ideas of the section.

Some sections include Multimedia activities that give additional details and examples of good teaching 
practice. The videos and Powerpoints for these activities are on the TNT2 Multimedia DVD which 
accompanies this module. If this is missing or doesn’t work, email info@moteoo.org or  
moteooeducation@gmail.com for a replacement.



Module 2
How Do You Teach for Learning?

Learning Goals

Knowledge
(Exercises)

In this module you will increase 
your knowledge of:

• techniques used when 
teachers give instructions.

• how wait-time/think-time 
theory is applied in a lesson.

• how and why to elicit 
information from learners.

• how to make your classroom 
environment learner-friendly.

• how to use a board to 
stimulate learning.

• common techniques used 
by teachers to manage their 
classroom.

• which classroom 
arrangements can be used 
for different classroom 
management needs and 
different lesson types.

Skills
(Activities)

In this module you will improve 
your ability to:

• give and check understanding 
of classroom instructions.

• use wait-time and think-time 
to encourage critical thinking.

• elicit key information from 
learners.

• effectively organise a board 
and a classroom.

• organise independent 
and collaborative learning 
activities.

• select useful classroom 
management techniques to 
deal with problems.

• observe lessons for specific 
teaching and learning 
processes.

Reflection
(Reflections)

In this module you will reflect 
upon:

• your own experience of 
teaching as a cycle.

• the benefits of evaluating 
your instructions.

• good and bad teaching as 
motivation to develop your 
own practice.

• how teaching techniques 
can be applied in your own 
classroom to encourage 
development of different 
levels of thinking.

• the skills of other teachers 
you have observed, and the 
similarities and differences to 
your own teaching skills.

• your progress in planning, 
implementing and evaluating 
lessons.

Themes and Main Ideas
This is the second module in the The New Teacher series, which looks at how you can use teaching 
techniques to address how learners learn. It focuses specifically on two major parts of managing a 
classroom: giving effective instructions and managing the learners and the classroom. 

It also introduces the teaching cycle. The New Teacher 1 helps us to identify our learners’ needs, the 
first stage of the teaching cycle, by giving us an idea of what to notice about them. The New Teacher 
2 focuses on the teaching. Future modules in the series will look at what happens in the planning, 
assessing and evaluating stages. 



A group stands while discussing what to put on its group poster.
Students placed far apart for a  

kinesthetic classroom activity.

Trainer and trainees take part in a 
group activity during a training.

A Mote Oo mentee during training 
at Exodus School, Hlaing Tharyar.

Trainer and teachers discussing 
activities in a ‘round table’ grouping.

A stud
ent com

ing to 
the b

oard
 to 

take 
part i

n a w
ritin

g act
ivity.



A Think about the best teacher you have had.  
Write down all the reasons why he or she was a good teacher.

B Answer the questions. 
1. Look at the equation in the picture. What is X?
2. What do you know about how people learn?
3. If you have studied TNT Module 1: How Do Learners Learn?, think about what 

you learned there. What does a good teacher do with this knowledge?

P
review

6 The New Teacher

2.1 Introduction: The Teaching and 
Learning Cycle

assess (v): tuJjzwfonf

coursebook (n): oif&dk;pmtkyf

curriculum (n): oif&kd;

cycle (n): tqihfqihfvnfywfyHk

evaluate (v): pkpnf; okH;oyfonf/

facilitate (v): oif,lrIwGif yHhykd;ulnDay;jcif;

learning objectives (n): oif,lrI &nf&G,fcsufrsm;

learning style (n): oif,lrI yHkpHrsm;

observation (n): avhvmawGY&SdrI

process (n): oifMum;rI enf;vrf; tqihfqihf

progress (n): wkd;wufrI

significant (adj): xl;jcm;aom? ta&;ygaom

visual aids (n): tjriftm½Hk taxmuftulrsm;

Key words and phrases in 2.1



The Teaching and Learning Cycle
The process of teaching and learning is a cycle. Each stage leads on to the next, and 
each cycle of teaching and learning builds on the one before. A teacher identifies the 
needs of the learners, and then 
plans courses, lessons and activities. 
During a lesson, the teacher 
implements these plans – teaching 
while the learner is learning. The 
teacher assesses learners’ learning 
while they are teaching, and 
also after teaching. This leads to 
evaluating the teaching – the teacher 
learns how effective the teaching has 
been, and reflects on how to improve 
it. Evaluation helps the teacher 
identify the needs of the learners, 
and the cycle continues. 

The five key stages in the teaching 
and learning cycle can apply to a 
lesson, a topic, or an entire course. 

C There are five stages to the teaching and learning cycle. Read the text and order the 
stages in the diagram.

a.  evaluate

b. identify needs

c. assess

d. teach

e. plan

identify 
needs
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Lead in...
The role of the teacher is to guide, facilitate and manage high quality learning for each learner 
equally. There are many techniques teachers can use to do this during class in order to capture and 
keep the learners’ attention. Planning activities that match the learners’ needs, learning styles and 
intelligences are one way, but what happens after that is also important to connect teaching and 
learning.

A
ctivity



Teach
Lessons need clear learning objectives. These must be at the right level for the learners. 
Choose activities to help learners reach these objectives. Use a variety of teaching and 
learning activities to suit a range of learning styles and interests. This makes learning 
more interesting and motivates learners.

When you are teaching make sure the classroom is safe and comfortable for each 
individual learner. Make sure all your learners are getting learning opportunities in class 
– that nobody is being left out because of language, ethnicity, gender, age or disability.

Plan
To guide your learners well you need a plan. Planning involves building each new piece 
of learning onto earlier learning. Teachers guide this process, so you need a clear idea of 
where the learning is going. 

You need to plan the subject content you are going to teach, and you must plan it at 
the right level for your learners. You need to plan learning activities to help learners 
understand the content and practice the skills they are learning. You also need to plan 
how to assess the learners’ progress.

Teachers workloads are all different. Some teachers plan their own courses, lessons, 
assessment, activities and materials. In some places, these things are planned by others, 
for example a national curriculum or a coursebook. Even if you are using pre-planned 
materials, you need to plan ways to teach these materials to the needs of your learners.

8 The New Teacher

Identify Needs
Identify your learners’ needs so you can plan the best teaching for these learners. With 
a new class, you need to find out their backgrounds, what they already know, what skills 
they have, their interests and how they learn best. Find out what difficulties and what 
successful learning experiences they have had. 

The more you know about your learners and their learning, the better your teaching 
plans.

D Teach Each Other. Work in five groups. In your group, discuss one stage of the 
teaching cycle. Read the text about your group’s stage, add your own knowledge and 
ideas and answer the questions below. When finished, report back to the class.
1. Why is this stage important? (e.g. Why is it important to evaluate teaching?)
2. How can the teacher do this? (e.g. How can a teacher evaluate their teaching?)
3. Can you think of examples of good or bad practice you have experienced.

A
ctivity



Assess 
Assessment shows how well learners understand their learning. Teachers need to know 
this so that they can measure their learners’ success. Learners need to know this so that 
they can do the work needed to succeed. Regular assessment helps both teachers and 
learners. 

Assess learners’ prior knowledge at the start of a course, their progress throughout the 
course, and the results of their learning at the end of a course. Assessment can involve 
tests and exams, but it can also involve projects, assignments, homework, observation 
or class activities. The feedback you give to learners is also part of assessment. 

Regular assessment helps you evaluate the success of your teaching. 
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Evaluate
Teachers use evaluation to answer questions like: How successful is the teaching? Are 
learners reaching their learning objectives? What worked really well? What didn’t work? 
Why? 

Think about the lessons you deliver and the curriculum and materials you are using. 
Take notes about what goes well and what doesn’t go well. Look at the assessments of 
learners’ progress. Get feedback from your learners. 

Use this evaluation to help identify learner needs for the next cycle of learning.

...
A

ctivity

E Teach yourself one of these using 
the five stages of the teaching 
cycle:

•	 the words to a song
•	an equation
•	how to cook something 

new
•	how to draw a human hand
•	how to use a computer 

programme
What happened at each stage? 
Why did you have to go through 
one stage to get to the next?  
 
Present your findings to the class. 

Example: How to plant a tree
Stage Activities

Identify needs Ask myself “what do I know about 
trees, seeds, seasons, etc?”

Plan
Get information from the right place 
- a library, a farmer, find out what 
tools I need, etc

Teach
Take my notes and my tools to the 
place where I will plant the tree and 
plant the tree

Assess Look at the place where I planted 
the seed and see if it grows

Evaluate Reflect upon how well I did and ask 
myself “could I have done it better?”
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F Watch Video 1: How NOT to Teach. Make 
notes as you watch and discuss your 
ideas in pairs.
1. What does the teacher do / not do?
2. Which stage of the teaching and learning 

cycle do you think the teacher needs to 
improve? Why? 
 

G Watch Video 2: Improving you Teaching. 
Make notes as you watch and discuss 
your ideas in pairs.
1. What does the teacher do / not do?
2. What did the teacher do differently  

to the teacher in the first video?
3. Which stage of the teaching and learning 

cycle do you think the teacher needs to 
improve? Why?

A
ctivity

H Think about your own teaching. Tick your response to each statement.

I can... yes I need 
practice no

PL
AN

establish learning objectives for each class at the right level 
for the learners.

choose learning activities to help learners reach their 
learning objectives.

choose a variety of learning activities to suit individual 
learners’ needs.

choose learning activities that build on what the learners 
already know.

design handouts to help learners reach their learning 
objectives.

TE
AC

H

communicate in a way that engages the learner.

give step by step instructions and check understanding of 
those instructions.

use a variety of visual aids and classroom resources to 
facilitate learning.

arrange the learners and the classroom to facilitate learning.

make the classroom safe and comfortable for all your 
learners .
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K In a Reflective Journal...
1. Describe something you learnt in this section that 

was significant for you.
2. Why was it significant for you?
3. How has learning about this topic changed the way 

you think about your teaching?
4. Does it make you want to change the way you 

teach? In what way will you change your teaching?

M
u
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Summary – 2.1: The Teaching and Learning Cycle
If we break down our duties as a teacher into stages, we can more easily focus on which stages and 
techniques we have to develop to be successful. 

In this module, we will look closely at how we can ‘teach’ as part of the teaching cycle. The New 
Teacher Module 3 will focus on how to plan lessons after identifying the needs of the learners.

J Study Powerpoint 2.1 The Teaching 
and Learning Cycle.

I Look at the contents page of this module. Which part(s) of the 
teaching cycle does this module focus on? 

Exercise
R

eflection
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A How do you give instructions in class?  
What sort of things do you say? 
What happens if you don’t give clear 
instructions to your learners before each 
activity?

2.2 Teaching Techniques: 
Instructions

background knowledge (n): aemufcH A[kokw

closed question (n): tajzwpfckwnf;&Sdaom 

ar;cGef;

collaborative (adj): yl;aygif;aqmif&Gufjcif;

concentration (n): tm½Hkpl;pkdufrI

dictate (v): pmac:ay;onf

elicit (v): ar;jref; azmfxkwfonf

gesture (v): vuf[efajc[ef

instructions (n): nTefMum;csufrsm; 

learner-centred (adj): oif,lol A[kdjyKjcif;

mime (v): cE¨mukd,foHk;NyD; o½kyfazmfonf

motivation (n): wGef;tm;? pdwf"gwfwuf<uapjcif;

pre-teach (v): tBudKoifMum;jcif;

process (v): pepfwus tqifhvdkufjzpfjcif;

prompt (v): tpazmf pum;axmufonf

roleplay (n/v): u@vkduf o&kyfaqmifjcif;

sequence (n): a&SUaemufnDnGwfrI 

target item: oifMum;rnfhtaMumif;t&m

verbal cue: pum;axmuf

worksheet (n): avhusihfcef;pm&Guf

Key words and phrases in 2.2

Lead in...
How a teacher gives instructions can determine how effective their teaching is. As we found out 
in The New Teacher Module 1, each of our learners have different learning styles, intelligences, 
motivations and symbolic resources (strengths which give our learners respect from others). So, in 
a classroom of learners with different needs, it is important to think about how we communicate with 
them when we give instructions.

2.2.1 Giving and Checking Instructions

P
review
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B Look at these instructions for an activity with worksheets. For the activity to work, 
students must be in groups
1. Order them into a clear, logical sequence.

Teacher actions Order 
(1-8)

a. Check if everyone is looking at the same page of the worksheet.

b. Give instructions about the worksheets.

c. Hand out the worksheets.

d. Give each learner a group/pair number.

e. Draw a diagram on the board of how and where you would like the 
groups/pairs to sit, e.g.:  

1

f. Tell them to start.

g. Check learners’ understanding of the instructions.

h. Tell them to move into this arrangement.

board

2. In groups, compare your answers.
3. In groups, practice giving these instructions.

Exercise



C Read the teaching advice. Underline the key words and phrases. 

14 The New Teacher

Advice for Giving Instructions
Use Words That Are easy and That the Learners Will Know. 
Learners need to know all the important words or ideas in your instructions, e.g. 
“Use Theorem 2 to solve this problem. You have three minutes. Start now.” This is 
a good instruction only when your learners know what it is meant by Theorem 2. 

Use Visual Aids. 
It is always better if you show the learners something to help them understand 
what you are saying. Writing the instruction in short, clear sentences or bullet 
points helps. For example, write on the board numbered points: 

 - Get a piece of paper from your notebook. 
 - Write your favourite fruit. 
 - Give your piece of paper to the teacher. 

To help your learners engage with difficult concepts, you may need visual aids like 
pictures, diagrams, and colours. 

Demonstrate How the Activity Works.
After the learners have listened to your instructions, ask two learners to 
demonstrate the activity in front of the class. 

With a written exercise, elicit the answers to the first two examples.

Speak Clearly and Loudly Enough So That Other People Can Hear, and at an 
Appropriate Speed.
Learners know what to do only when they hear you well. High volume is like 
shouting into your learners’ ears while speaking softly makes the learners lose 
concentration. Ask them if they can hear you, and speak at an appropriate speed. 

Break Down the Task into Simple Steps.
Your learners may forget or get confused with long or complicated instructions. 
Don’t give all instructions all at once. Instead of saying “Form groups of three with 
a reporter, a writer, and a runner.”, break your instructions into parts: 
 1. ”Get into groups of three.” 
 2. “Choose a reporter in your group.” 
 3. “Choose a writer.” 
 4. “Choose a runner.”

Check Learners’ Understanding of the Instructions.
Always make sure your learners understand what to do. Ask them questions about 
what they are going to do. Questions like “How many sentences are you going 
to write?”, “Are we working in twos or threes?” can help you check the learners’ 
understanding. 

Exercise
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D Look at this teacher’s instructions: 

OK everybody, I’d like you to get out your English Practice Tests Volume 2, turn to 

page 38 and halfway down the page you’ll see an exercise, a gap-fill exercise. I’d 

like you to get into pairs and complete this together, writing your answers on a 

piece of paper which you are going to give to me at the end. Don’t write in the 

book whatever you do but on a piece of paper. I’ll take that. I’ll mark it and give it 

to you next time. OK go ahead.

1. Are these good or bad instructions? How could you improve them?  
In pairs, rewrite the instructions as you would say them to your learners. Include hand and 
body movements if necessary.

2. Practice giving the instructions to your partner while your partner follows them.

F Watch Video 3: Giving instructions.

1. Watch the first set of teacher’s 
instructions then watch the second 
set.  
Which instructions were easier to 
follow?

2. What is the teacher doing each time 
he stops speaking in the second 
instructions?

3. Write another arithmetic task,  
e.g. 5 x 3 + 8 – 3 x 4 / 2.

4. In pairs, practice giving the task instructions..

5. Think about the last time you gave instructions for an activity. Did it go well? Did 
you give time for the learners to understand each part of your instructions? Were 
the learners able to complete the task? Why or why not? In pairs, discuss your 
experiences.

M
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E In groups, look at the example answer to 2.2.1 D in the Answer Key on page 54.  
Roleplay the situation.

...Step by Step Instructions
The rules are the same for group activities (where you have to arrange the learners first) 
or individual activities – break instructions down into small units. Make sure learners 
understand each unit of instruction before you move on to the next. 

More Info about.. .



True and False 
(Easy)

a. Write some true and some 
false statements about the 
text on the whiteboard.

b. Learners decide whether 
the statements are true or 
false.

c. If false, they write a true 
statement, e.g.

Nationality does not affect 
people’s understanding of 
history.
False. Different nationalities 
might have different 
perspectives on history.

Running	Dictation	(Difficult)
a. Make copies of a short text, one copy per team.
b. Learners work in teams of up to 10. Each team 

appoints a writer. The writer sits away from the 
team. Each team then appoints the first runner, 
then second runner, then third runner, and so on.

c. Give a copy of the text to each team.
d. The first runner memorises the first part of the 

text, runs back to the writer, and dictates what 
they remember. The writer writes it down.

e. When the writer has finished writing what the 
first runner dictates, the second runner runs to 
the text, memorises the next part, runs back to 
the writer and dictates.

f. Continue until you reach a time limit (e.g. 10 
minutes) or until a team finishes the whole text.

G Read the example text.

In groups, choose one of the activities below (to go with the example text), according 
to how much of a challenge you would like, and:
1. Decide how you will give instructions for the activity.
2. Act out the activity.
3. Observe the other groups’ instructions. Use the checklist.

16 The New Teacher

Example Text: 

Why do people have different perspectives on history? Because they have had different 
experiences and they have had access to different information. Many factors affect people’s 
perspectives on history, including the gender, age, ethnicity, social class, nationality, religion, 
political ideology, level of education and occupation. These characteristics, and many others, 
make up your identity, or your idea of who you are.

from Histories of Burma. Mote Oo Education, 2013

Did you notice...? Yes/no

The teacher used words that are easy or words that the learners already knew.

The teacher used visual aids.

The teacher demonstrated how the activity works.

The teacher spoke clearly, audibly and at a proper speed.

The teacher broke the instructions down into simple steps, one by one.

The learners understood the instructions. They did not feel frustrated or confused.

A
ctivity
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...Checking Understanding
As a teacher, it is important to ask questions to check your learners’ understanding. Asking 
“Do you understand” is not a useful method, because it doesn’t tell you what exactly 
learners may be confused about. Checking understanding does not have to take long. 
Asking these questions reduces confusion and frustration. 

When you are checking understanding of your instructions, the best questions to ask are 
closed questions where the learners only have to say one or two words to show that they 
understand (or do not). 

More Info about.. .

Exercise

A.	Gap-fill

a. Learners fill the gaps with the correct 

form of ‘do’.

 1. _____ you live in Bago in 2005? 

 2. ____ your mother learn English? 

 3. Who____ he meet? 

 4. Why ____ they go to Thailand?

b. They check the answers in pairs, and 

then as a class.

H Read these descriptions of practice activities. 
1. What subjects are they teaching? 
2. Write some closed questions to check learners’ understanding of the activity they are 

supposed to do.

C. Multiple Choice
Give learners a worksheet with multiple choice questions about the UK and 
Myanmar electoral systems, e.g.

1. In the UK, each voter gets ____ vote(s). 
i. 0  ii. 1  iii. 2  iv. 5

Learners choose the correct answer. They have five minutes to answer 20 questions.

B. Matching
Give each learner a piece of paper with 
either a pie chart piece, a problem 
(with the percentage represented in a 
pie chart piece) or the answer to the 
problem. No learner has the same paper. 

5% of 
180 9

Learners have two minutes to move 
around the classroom, compare their 
papers and find the other two learners 
with matching pieces.
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I Read the example questions to check understanding of the activities above. 

1. For each activity, choose the most effective question from each pair, to check 
understanding of the activity.  
Why did you choose each?

Learning Activities Questions to check instructions

a. Gap-fill
1. Why do you have to fill the gaps?

2. Do you use only one word or more than one word

b. Matching
1. How long do you have to find a set of three? 

2. What does “percentage” mean? 

c. Multiple choice
1. Where do voters vote in the UK?

2. How many answers do you have to circle?

2. Write some more instruction-checking questions for each activity.

J Choose an activity – either from this chapter or another activity that you like. 

1. In groups, take turns to roleplay a teacher giving instructions to learners.

•	  Ask questions to check learners’ understanding of the instructions. 
•	Observe the teacher(s). Do they ask effective questions to make sure that 

learners understand their instructions? Do they do one part of the task with the 
learners as an example?

2. Join with another group. For each group’s instructions, discuss the following questions:

•	What was best about the instructions?
•	What needs improvement?
•	How can the teachers’ instructions be changed next time?
•	What else did you notice about their class?

A
ctivities
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K OPTIONAL: If you are interested in finding out if your instructions are effective, 
choose or plan a lesson, or part of a lesson. 

•	Roleplay teaching the lesson (either by yourself, or with ‘students’), and record 
yourself.  
or

•	Teach the lesson and record yourself.

Listen carefully to your instructions. Notice what language you use and think of ways 
you can improve.

L In a Reflective Journal...

1. Describe something you learnt in this section 
that was significant for you.

2. Why was it significant for you?
3. How has learning about this topic changed 

the way you think about your teaching?
4. Does it make you want to change the way 

you teach? In what way will you change your 
teaching?

Summary – 2.2.1: Giving and Checking Instructions
It is important to remember that instructions are a key part of every teaching activity you use to 
support your learners. Bad instructions can lead to confusion, frustration or boredom. 

When you practice giving instructions it’s often easier if you plan exactly what you are going to say. You 
can write this down in your lesson plan.

A
ctivity

R
eflection
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2.2.2 Eliciting
A Read the situations and answer the questions.

1. What subject is this? What is the topic?

2. What does the teacher do in A?  
What does the teacher do in B?

Situation B

(Teacher writes a “+” and “north” on 
the board.)

Teacher: There are four main 
directions. One is north. 
What are the others? 

Student 1: South.

Student 2: West. 

Student 3: East

Teacher: Ok, where are south, west 
and east? Student 1, can 
you come up to the board 
and show me?

(Student 1 writes “south”, “east” and 
“west” in the correct places)

Teacher: Does anyone know how we 
can know which direction 
is north? 

(Teacher waits for a few seconds...)
  

We can use a c.... 

(Teacher writes “c...” on the board)

Student 2: A compass.

Situation A

Teacher: There are four main 
directions. They are 
north, south, east 
and west. 

(Teacher writes “north”, “south”, 
“east” and “west” on the board.)

Teacher: We can use a compass 
to know which 
direction is north. 

(Teacher writes “compass” on the 
board.)

P
review

Lead in...
Elicit means ‘to bring out’. It involves getting learners to give required information from their 
background knowledge, rather than the teacher providing it. 

If learners expect to provide information or answers themselves, they will think actively  
during presentations, feedback and discussions. 

If the teacher is always providing the information or answers, learners don’t need to think for 
themselves. 
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B In groups, discuss the questions:

1. Where do learner’s learn the knowledge they already have?
2. What are the benefits of finding out what your learners already know?

Put your ideas in this diagram.

Background knowledge from:

•	 previous academic 
learning experiences

•	  
 

•	   

•	  

The teacher can 
check that learners 
understand the 
reasons for learning 
something

Ideas about Learning – Using Learners’ Background Knowledge
Felder and Brent, in 2011, researched the connection between learners’ background knowledge and 
new knowledge. 

Eliciting helps learners to store new information so they can use it later. If we can show our learners 
that what they are going to learn is connected to their background knowledge, they are more likely to 
remember it. Part of a teacher’s job is also to build a bridge between what the learners know already 
and what they need to know.

Brent, R. & Felder, R.M (2011) ‘How Learning Works’, Chemical Engineering Education, 45(4), 257-258 

Exercise
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E Can you use all these techniques (1-4) to elicit each target item – bigger, elephant, 
Nelson Mandela and participation? How? 
In groups, present how you would use each technique with these words.

gesture or mime
verbal cue, 
question or 
examples

write part of 
word or phrase

draw picture  
or diagram

1. bigger

2. elephant

3. Nelson 
Mandela

4. Participation

A
ctivity

Exercise

C Teachers can help learners think of the right word or answer by prompting – giving 
clues in different ways. Look at Situation B in 2.2.2 A again.
1. What techniques did the teacher use to get the learners to give information?
2. What other prompt techniques could the teacher use in this situation?

D Match the techniques, descriptions and examples. e.g. 1, c, i

1. gesture or mime a. describe the target 
item

i. to elicit bigger, move your arms 
away from each other.

2. verbal cue, 
question or 
examples

b. make a picture of 
the target item

ii. to elicit elephant draw a trunk on 
the board, and slowly add more 
features until learners guess it.

3. write part of word 
or phrase

c. use your body to 
show the target 
item

iii. to elicit Nelson Mandela say “he 
lived in South Africa”, “he helped 
end apartheid”, “he died in 2013” 
until they guess it.

4. draw a picture or 
diagram

d. write the first letter 
of a target word, 
or first word of a 
target phrase

iv. to elicit participation write p, then 
a, then r, etc. until they guess it.
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A
ctivity

F Watch Video 4: Eliciting.  
Answer the questions.

1. What subject is being taught 
in each lesson?

2. What target words/concepts 
is the teacher eliciting?

3.  How does the teacher 
elicit the target words/
concepts?

G Look at these target items. In pairs, choose three, and elicit them from  
your partner.

malnourishment

molecule

86%

gender discrimination

transitive verb

slowly

1988

New Delhi

The 30 Comrades

funding proposal

multiply

rubber band

video camera

pie chart

member of parliament

carbon dioxide

great-grandmother

several

duck

non-violent

software

...Eliciting
The more you use eliciting, the more your learners will expect it, and wait actively for a chance 
to demonstrate their knowledge and ideas. Use it throughout the lesson – when pre-teaching 
new vocabulary and ideas, when checking understanding of key points and information, and 
when getting answers. 

Some things to think about:

• If learners stay silent for a long time, or only give incorrect or irrelevant suggestions, they 
probably need more input from the teacher. 

• If learners are providing a lot of good ideas and answers, turn it into a brainstorm. Get 
different learners to repeat correct answers.

• When learners give good suggestions or correct answers, praise and encourage them. Use 
positive comments or gestures.

More Info about.. .

M
u

ltim
ed

ia
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H OPTIONAL: If you are interested in finding out if your eliciting is effective, choose or 
plan a lesson, or part of a lesson. 

•	Roleplay teaching the lesson (either by yourself, or with ‘students’), and record 
yourself. 
or

•	Teach the lesson, and record yourself.

Note what techniques you use to elicit ideas, and how you can improve on how you 
use them. 

J In a Reflective Journal...

1. Describe something you learnt in this section that 
was significant for you.

2. Why was it significant for you?
3. How has learning about this topic changed the 

way you think about your teaching?
4. Does it make you want to change the way 

you teach? In what way will you change your 
teaching?

Summary – 2.2.2: Eliciting
Whenever possible, elicit. Instead of providing information, ask if anyone in the class can provide it. 
Learners often know a lot about the topic, and like the opportunity to demonstrate this. Elicited 
information is often easier to remember and understand. 

Eliciting helps create a more active, learner-centred classroom.

A
ctivities

R
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I Study the review of why we need to use the teaching skills in Section 2.2.  
Study the Powerpoint for 2.2.2: Guiding your Learners to become Successful People.
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A In pairs, think about a class that you have 
been in (or think about the lesson you 
have been having today). 

1. How much time did you have to think? 
2. When the teacher asked questions, did 

they give you some time to think about the 
answer after each question? 

3. Should you have time to think about the 
answer?

2.2.3 Wait-time and Think-time

B Read the advice and:

1. Underline the main points; 2. Tell a partner what you learned from this advice. 

Advice for Asking Questions
When you ask a question, don’t say a learner’s name. For example:

“Khaing Win, how did Thakin Kodaw Hmaing influence the  
independence movement?” 

As soon as you say one learner’s name, all the other brains in the room immediately 
shut down. Often, the other learners will be saying to themselves “We don’t have to 
think now because Khaing Win is going to answer the question.”

Instead, ask the question, wait, and then ask for a response. For example:

“How did Thakin Kodaw Hmaing influence the independence movement?

 (3........2.........1........)

“Khaing Win, what do you think?”

You will discover a higher level of involvement from the learners. Everyone has to 
think about a response because nobody knows who will be called on to respond. 
Responses are a lot better as there is more class thinking. 

Lead in...
When we are listening to or watching someone, we need time to reflect on what has been said or done. 
In class, we need to give our learners time to process information from our instructions, questions or 
explanations. We also need to give them enough time to think about their response to information or 
questions.

P
review

Exercise
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Ideas about Learning – Wait-time
Wait-time was an idea developed by Mary Budd Rowe in 1972. During a class, a teacher asks a question 
and then waits while the class thinks for a short time. She called this the ‘teacher’s wait-time’. 

Rowe, Mary Budd (1987) ‘Wait Time: Slowing Down May Be a Way of Speeding Up’  
American Educator 11 38-43, 47. EJ 351 827.

C In pairs or groups, look at the charts.

1. What information do they show?
2. Write sentences to describe the process of wait-time.

a. Correctness of Answers

Wait-time (seconds)

N
um

be
r o

f L
ea

rn
er

s

d. Number of Responses

N
um

be
r o

f L
ea

rn
er

s

Wait-time (seconds)

c. “I Don’t Know” / No Answer

Wait-time (seconds)

N
um

be
r o

f A
ns

w
er

s

b. Length of Answers

Wait-time (seconds)

Le
ng

th
 o

f A
ns

w
er

s (
se

co
nd

s)

a. Learners’ answers are more correct 
if you wait a few seconds after asking 
the question 

Exercise

Ideas about Learning – Think-time
A researcher called Stahl introduced the idea of think-time in 1985 and 1990. Think-time is what the 
learners do (wait-time is what the teacher does). After teachers have waited for the learners, and the 
learners have thought for a while, the learners can better respond to tasks, questions or feelings. Stahl 
called it “think-time” because the name gives teachers and learners a purpose to wait and be silent.

Stahl, Robert J. (1990) ‘Using “Think-time” Behaviours to Promote Students’ Information Processing,  
Learning, and On-Task Participation.’ Tempe, AZ: Arizona State University.
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D Read this dialogue from a history class.

Teacher: Where could you find sources about the 1962 coup? 

Student: Old newspapers.

Teacher: Old newspapers – yes. Are these reliable sources of information?  

Student: It depends on who writes in the newspapers and who owns them. Are 
they government newspapers or opposition newspapers?.

Teacher: Good point. How could you check that the information is accurate 
and fair?

Student: Other sources – use more than one source.

1. Where would the wait-time/think-time happen?

2.  In pairs or small groups, practice the dialogue, adding wait-time and think-time.

E  In pairs, choose a topic you teach or would like to teach. 

1. Write five wait-time/think-time questions on that topic.

2.  Work in groups of six-eight. Two people take turns as observers. Two people are 
teachers, and ask their five wait-time/think-time questions. The rest are learners.

•	Teachers, ask your questions. Use think/wait time. After the think wait/time 
either ask a learner by name, or ask the whole class.

•	Observers, check teachers’ use of wait-time and think-time. 
•	Use this checklist:

What subject were they teaching? 

What techniques were they using?

Did you notice:

the teacher waited three or more seconds after asking a question

the teacher spoke clearly, audibly and at a proper speed

the teacher built up the knowledge and ideas step by step by using these questions

If the teacher selected one learner, the learner was often able to answer quickly

If the teacher selected one learner, the learner was often able to answer correctly

If the teacher selected one learner, the learner was often able to provide a long 
answer
If the teacher didn’t select one learner after wait-time/think time, more than one 
learner wanted to respond to each question

3. In pairs, compare and discuss your observation notes.  
Did the wait-time/think-time techniques work in each situation? Why? Why not?

A
ctivity
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F Discuss the questions.
1. Do you think a teacher should always ask you for an answer after you reflect on what 

you have learnt? Why? Why not? 
2. What are some benefits and difficulties of using reflection activities?

H In a Reflective Journal...

1. Describe something you learnt in this section 
that was significant for you.

2. Why was it significant for you?
3. How has learning about this topic changed 

the way you think about your teaching?
4. Does it make you want to change the way 

you teach? In what way will you change your 
teaching?

Summary – 2.2.3: Wait-time and Think-time
Those three seconds or more of wait-time/think-time are useful for encouraging a more thorough 
build-up of knowledge and understanding. They also encourage each learner to respect and actively 
listen to other learners, so that their learning becomes more collaborative. 

In the next few sections of The New Teacher Module 2, we will revisit these ideas.

R
eflection

A
ctivities

G OPTIONAL: If you are interested in finding out if your instructions are effective, 
choose or plan a lesson, or part of a lesson. Record yourself during the lesson. Listen 
carefully to your instructions: note what techniques you use to provide think-time for 
your learners, and how you can improve on how you use them.
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2.3: Teaching Techniques: 
Classroom Arrangements

attitude (n): pdwfaeoabmxm;

authority (n): tcGihftmPm 

brainstorm (n/v): pOf;pm; tBuHÓPf&Smjcif;

dominate (v): vTrf;rkd;cs,fvS,fonf

inclusive (adj): yg0ifaqmif&Gufapaom

interact (v): tjyeftvSefqufoG,fqufqHrI

kinesthetic (adj): ukd,fcE¨mvIyf&Sm;rIESihf oufqk-

difaom

low-resource (adj): &if;jrpf ypönf; enf;yg;aom

monitor (v): apmihfMunhfonf

participate (v): yg0ifyl;aygif;aqmif&Gufonf

presentation (n): oifcef;pm tcsuftvufrsm; 

pwifcif;usif;wifjyjcif;

record-keeper (n): rSwfpkvkdufol

time-keeper (n): tcsdefrSwfol

Key words and phrases in 2.3

2.3.1 Pairs and Groups
A Brainstorm. What ways can you form pairs and groups?

Lead in...
Keeping your classroom organised is a valuable skill for a teacher. We need to organise our classrooms 
so that it is easier to provide learners with assistance during a lesson. We also need to make sure 
learners can easily help each other and share ideas. One way of doing this is by carefully planning how 
we will group our learners for their activities.

P
review
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B  Watch Video 5: Pairs and Groups.  
Look at the instructions for pairing  
and grouping in the More Info 
About... box, above. 

Circle the instructions as you  
hear them. 

Check your answers in the 
Videoscripts section at the end of this 
module.

...Forming Pairs and Groups
Here are some different ways you can form pairs or groups. 

Pairs
a. Choose a partner
b. Work with a different person to the person you last worked with
c. Work with one person for three minutes.  

Then work with another person for three minutes
d. Work with the person sitting next to you

Groups
e. Choose your own groups
f. Work with the people near you
g. Remember your number: 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3….1s sit here. 2s, sit here. 3s, sit here...
h. All people sitting on the left/wearing green/whose name starts with A-E etc.
i. Can you sit together? (pointing to a number of learners with the same ability level, or 

pointing to a number of learner with different ability levels)
j. This pair and this pair (pointing to the pairs) combine to form a group of four

More Info about.. .

M
u
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C List the advantages and disadvantages of each of these techniques:

1. Choose your own pairs or groups.
2. Random grouping (e.g. 1, 2, 3 or “everyone whose name starts with A-E...”).
3. Teacher groups people of the same ability level together.
4. Teacher groups people of different ability levels together.

Exercise
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D Look at these questions about classroom management and match them to the advice. 

1. “My learners don’t listen to me when I want to move them into groups.  
What should I do?”

2. “My learners always like to sit with their friends. Is that a good thing?”
3. “My learners can sometimes be naughty when they know my techniques. Or they get 

tired of moving into groups. What’s the best thing to do about this?”
4. “Should I always use the same techniques for grouping learners in every class.”
5. “Sometimes the learners get confused when I am pairing or grouping them.  

What should I do?”

a. It is often a good idea to separate learners 
who speak the same language, are brother 
and sister or best friends, are talkative 
learners etc. For example, put each 
talkative learner into a different group.

c. Be imaginative, clear and well-
organised when assigning pair work 
and group work. Plan carefully before 
each class for this.

e. Be aware of your learners’ energy levels. 
Use a good balance of collaborative and 
independent activities.

d. No. You should use different 
strategies for setting up pair-
ings or groups.

b. Be polite but firm when using your 
authority to move learners – use tactics 
like labels, group numbers or names to 
reorder the seating arrangements.

A
ctivity

E In groups, choose three situations. Think of ways to arrange the learners in order to 
solve the problem. Present your ideas to the class.

1. More than half the learners in your class do not speak in class discussion.
2. Some learners find the level of the work difficult.
3. When you ask learners to work together, they always work in the same groups. 

4. Three learners dominate class discussion. 
5. You feel that group work takes too much time.
6. You know that one or two learners are left out of social groups in the class.
7. Some learners are bored. You think the work might be too easy for them.
8. Four learners always sit together at the back and don’t pay attention.

Exercise
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F Which of these methods have we used in this course so far?  
In groups, complete the chart. It might be possible to use more than one kind of 
grouping for some activities.

Grouping Used? Example Activity

1. individual yes
freewriting

study the Powerpoint

2. pair

3. small group 
(3-5)

4. large group 
(6+)

5. whole class

G Think about the different kinds of group work you have done during this course.

1. Did you experience any problems working in different types of groups?
2. Did you have any arguments?  

Did you feel uncomfortable giving your opinion or ideas? 
3. What could the teacher/trainer do to make sure group collaboration  

is peaceful and productive?

A
ctivity
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...Peaceful and Productive Group Work
One way to make sure your classroom is 
peaceful is for the whole class to establish 
their own group work rules at the beginning 
of a course. 

As a class, make rules that everyone agrees 
to and put them on the wall. If learners 
forget the rules, other learners can point to 
the broken rule and ‘police’ themselves. This 
gives them ownership of their classroom, 
and they will be more likely to follow their 
rules.

To make your classroom a comfortable and 
productive centre of learning, develop some 
techniques to include shy learners. Often shy 
people hide in a large class or group. Nobody 
should be forced to speak, but shy members 
can be given roles that allow them to 
participate in a safe way. They can be a time-
keeper, a record-keeper or a prompter to 
remind members of the agreed rules.

More Info about.. .

H In pairs, teach an activity from this module to the class or group. Use a pair or 
groupwork activity.  
 
After you finish teaching, answer these questions:
1. Were you pleased with your instructions? How could you improve them?
2. Did you form groups or pairs easily? Were the learners confused or did they know what 

to do? How could you improve your technique for forming groups?
3. Did you notice anything about your learners’ attitude to learning after you moved them 

into groups? Did you notice anything about their attitude to each other or to you? Were 
you aware of the shy and the noisy learners, the stronger and the weaker learners etc.?  
 
Join with another pair and discuss.

A
ctivity
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I Look at this lesson plan. 

1. In groups, discuss when you would put the learners into pairs or groups.

Activity Procedure Time

Introduction

Play the alphabet game with the category “things you bought 
yesterday”

• Teacher says the first sentence “Yesterday, I went shopping 
and I bought some apples.” 

• Learner 1 continues the second “Yesterday, I went shopping 
and I bought some apples and a b....”

• Continue through the alphabet.

5 
minutes

Stage 1
• Learners write down the names of countable and 

uncountable nouns of food and drink in the correct column.
• Teacher checks the answers with the whole class

10
minutes

Stage 2

• Teacher writes down a piece of, a loaf of, a bottle of on the 
board.

• Give each learners a piece of paper with a noun. Ask them to 
write down it in the correct category.

• Give feedback.

10 
 minutes

Stage 3
• Learners listen to an audio of customers in a shop, and 

answer comprehension questions about what items they 
bought.

10  
minutes

2. Why is it bad to pair or group your learners before every activity?

A
ctivity
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A
ctivity

J OPTIONAL: If you are interested 
in finding out if your pairing and 
grouping are effective, choose 
or plan a lesson, or part of a 
lesson. 

Record yourself during the 
lesson. Note what techniques 
you use to pair and group your 
learners, and how you can 
improve on how you use them.

K In a Reflective Journal...

1. Describe something you learnt in this section 
that was significant for you.

2. Why was it significant for you?
3. How has learning about this topic changed 

the way you think about your teaching?
4. Does it make you want to change the way 

you teach? In what way will you change your 
teaching?

Summary – 2.3.1: Pairs and Groups
Pairing and grouping your learners can be effective, inclusive and participatory when you do it at the 
right time and in the right situation. 

For example, we help learners who are shy to participate more using group work. Or, in a class 
of mixed abilities, learners can help each other during pair and group work activities. In a tired or 
unfocused class, the movement and variety of pairing or grouping can help concentration.

R
eflection
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2.3.2 The Classroom Environment

A Look at the picture and answer the\questions.
1. Where and when do you see this kind of 

situation?
2. Have you experienced this situation as a learner 

or as a teacher? 
3. Did you find that it was a happy and 

comfortable learning environment?  
Why? Why not?

Discuss your experiences with a partner.

Lead in...
Pairing and grouping can happen just by moving the learners themselves. Pairing and grouping can 
also happen when the learners move their working stations – their chairs and tables – into different 
positions in the classroom. How they are positioned depends on what type of activity the learners will 
be doing. Learners need to feel comfortable and motivated in the environment they are learning in. 

B Look at the classroom you are in now. 

1. Complete the rating scale. 1 is “not at all” and 5 is “a lot”.

Grouping 1 2 3 4 5

Learners have opportunities to move around.

Learners can engage in activities and use the objects 
and materials in the classroom.

It is easy to arrange different seating arrangements 
including small groups, pairs and individual seating.

Teachers can use a variety of teaching methods.

Teachers can change quickly from one activity to  
the next.

Teachers can move around the classroom interacting 
with individuals and groups, or checking their work.

2. In pairs, compare your tables. Explain your choices.

P
review

Exercise
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Ideas about Learning – Arranging an Effective Learning Environment
Some educators have already researched how our classrooms affect learning performance. In 1983, 
Howard Gardner suggested that learners are happier and more successful when they learn in an 
environment that allows them to use their natural intelligences. In 2001, Neil Fleming found that 
learners were more successful when they were allowed to use their preferred learning styles. If there is 
not enough space in a classroom to move around, for example, the learners with a kinesthetic learning 
style or bodily/kinesthetic intelligence are likely to perform less well. 

You can find out more information about learning 
styles and intelligences in The New Teacher 1: How 
Do Learners Learn?

How you arrange the learners or classroom affects 
activities in the following ways :

- Their attitude to you and each other

- Your attitude to them

- How they interact

- The types of activity they can do effectively

Gardner, H. (1983) ‘Frames of Mind.’ New York: Basic Book Inc.  
Fleming, N. D. (2001) ‘Teaching and Learning Styles: VARK Strategies.’ Honolulu Community College.

C In groups, discuss the different seating and standing arrangements.

1. What are the advantages and disadvantages of each arrangement?
2. Which activities used so far in this course or in your own classes could you use with each 

arrangement? 

Join another with another group and discuss your ideas.

a. b. c

e.d.

A
ctivity
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D Look at the lesson plan for a social studies class on Environmental Issues in  
South East Asia, focusing on air pollution in Singapore and Indonesia.  
There are 16 learners in the class. In pairs, draw an arrangement of learners (L), 
teacher (T) and desks/tables for each activity. 

Activity Procedure Classroom Plan Time

1. Setting up 
the	first	
activity

• Teacher pre-teaches the 
vocabulary needed to 
understand a radio programme.

• In groups of four, learners 
discuss the new vocabulary 
and predict what is in the radio 
programme.

board 5 
minutes

2. Listening and 
completing 
worksheet

• Teacher plays the radio 
programme.

• Teacher gives each learner a 
worksheet with comprehension 
exercises.

• Teacher monitors the learners 
while they are doing the 
exercises.

board 10 
minutes

3. Peer 
checking 
activity

• Learners compare their answers 
in pairs.

• Pairs discuss what they have 
learnt about the situation 
between Singapore and 
Indonesia.

• Teacher monitors and facilitates.

board 5 
minutes

4. Preparation  
for roleplay/ 
debate 
activity

• Learners work in groups of four.
• Teacher gives each group a 

description of their role (one 
role per group): Singaporeans, 
Indonesian Plantation 
Owners, Indonesian Leaders, 
Singaporean Leaders.

• Groups prepare their arguments 
for a debate. Teacher monitors 
the learners.

board 7 
minutes

5. Roleplay/ 
debate 
activity

• Teacher stays next to the board 
where all groups can see him/
her.

• Learners deliver their 
arguments in turns.

board 20 
minutes

A
ctivity
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E Answer the questions:

1. Think about the different needs of each learner. Consider the needs of learners with 
different learning styles, intelligences and personalities. What was the benefit of changing 
the position of the learners for each of the activities? 

2. Which of these arrangements have you not used in your class before? Why?  
Will you try to use it now? Why? Why not?

Ideas about Learning – Posting Learners’ Work
A researcher called Dudek (2000) looked into ways to change his classroom design to inspire reading 
skills development. He found that teachers can arrange the seating and the learners in different ways. 
They can put the learners’ work up around the room, and they can put up other things to encourage 
learning, such as maps or pictures. Learners have a sense of identity and belonging in a classroom 
where there is enough space for them to put up their work and show others who they are and what 
they can do. Learners are motivated when they can see that their work is recognised.

Dudeck, M. (2000) ‘Architecture of Schools: The New Learning Environments.’ Architecture Press

Exercise

F Look at the classroom you are in now. 

1. Tick the adjectives you would use to describe it.

interesting boring

unique common

unpleasant pleasant

friendly unfriendly

crowded empty

busy quiet

relaxing stressful

Adapted from Sanoff’s Indoor Learning Space Rating Scale (2001)

2. In pairs, compare your tables. Discuss why/how you made each decision.

Exercise
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Ideal Learning Environment

Space for teachers 
and learners to 
move around

H In these classrooms, the teacher cannot change the building, only the decoration and 
seating arrangements.  
If you were the teacher in these classrooms, what could you change? How could you 
arrange these classrooms for different activities?  
In groups, list ways to change the learning environments in these classrooms.  
Present your ideas to the class.

1. 2.

I Think about your own classroom. What are its strengths and what are its weaknesses? 
How could you change it?

G What are the characteristics of your ideal learning environment?  
In pairs, complete the mind-map.

Exercise
A

ctivity
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Summary – 2.3.2: The Classroom Environment
Arranging your classroom is easier when there is enough space for everyone, and when you have 
access to resources like maps, posters or technology. If you have to work with little space for the 
learners to move and few resources, use the learners themselves – move them around and decorate the 
walls with their work. This helps provide motivation.

J In a Reflective Journal...

1. Describe something you learnt in this section 
that was significant for you.

2. Why was it significant for you?
3. How has learning about this topic changed 

the way you think about your teaching?
4. Does it make you want to change the way 

you teach? In what way will you change your 
teaching?

R
eflection
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2.3.3 Using the Board

A What things do you write on a board? Make a class list.

B Look at this board. Label the sections:

homework  date  vocabulary  lesson objectives  
activity  title of lesson  presentation

P
review

Lead in...
The board is the most commonly used classroom resource, whether it is a blackboard, whiteboard or a 
computer and projector (or electronic whiteboard). You don’t need technology to make the board work 
well for you. The important things are:
• all learners can see it clearly
• it is well organised, so learners can read everything they need to.

You can encourage useful classroom habits and behavior using your board. For example, you can get 
your learners into the habit of referring to the vocabulary list. 

Another example of a good classroom habit and learning strategy is the list of ‘I-cans’, or learning 
objectives. The teacher and the learners can refer back to the list, and tick when each has been 
achieved during or at the end of class. 

Tuesday 26 July

* relative (n): aqGrsdK;
* in-law (n): someone who is 
your relative by marriage

* divorce (v): to stop being 
married

* pregnant: (adj)  
ukd,f0ef&Sdonf

* middle child (n) - not the 
oldest or the youngest in 
your family

* ancestors (n) -  
bkd;ab;bDbifrsm;

By tomorrow: 
1. P age 24, ex 5-7
2. Bring a photo or draw ing of a member of your family, 
write short description of him/her. 

DESCRIBING YOUR FAMILY

Who is speaking? Who are they 
talking about? Match them to 
the family tree.

1. “I have tw o sisters. My 
grandmother is a teacher.”

2. “My w ife runs a business. 
I look after out three 
children, and study for a 
law degree.”

3. “I like visiting my cousins, 
and I love playing w ith my 
young niece and nephew.”

4. “My son-in law comes 
from England. He’s of 
Indian origin.”

I can:
•	use the possessive 's’ 

to talk about my family.
•	describe members of 

my family.
•	ask and answer 

questions about families.
•	identify family members 

from description.
•	summarise a text.

1.

7.

5.4.

3.2.

husband

brother

daughters son

parents

cousins

grandmother grandfather

uncle 
and 
aunt

6.
A FAMILY TREE
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C Look at the board in B. In groups, answer the questions.

1. What subject is this? What level?
2. Are there sections on this board that stay the same throughout the lesson?  

Are there any sections that are added during the lesson?  
Do any of the sections change during the lesson?

3. Where are the things that stay on the board, and where are the things  
that change?

4. For this lesson, what other things might you write on the board?

A
ctivity

Exercise

D These sections are on a board for a science class. 

1. Are these board parts the same as the parts of the board in B? If not, what are they?
2. Draw a board, with the sections organised in the most useful way. 

E Choose two of these classes. What things might you have on the board?

•	A high school chemistry class
•	A Grade 1 class learning handwriting
•	A civic education class for adults
•	A middle school geography class

In pairs, choose two of these classes. What things might you have on the board? 
Make class lists.

3/9/13

Mass - grams (g)
   kilograms (kg)
W eight - newton (n)

W - mg
g - gravitational force

Measuring Mass and W eight

* explain the difference between weight 
and mass

* use the units of measurement for 
weight and mass

* calculate weight and mass
* build a tool for measuring mass

1. Make tw o holes in the tops of tw o plastic cups.
2. Tie a piece of string around each end of a stick. Attach the cups. They must hang at 

exactly the same level.
3. In the exact middle of the stick, tie on another piece of string so that you can hang the 

whole balance from a nail. 
4. P our w ater into the cup and mark off lines every 10 mL (equal to 10 g). You can use this 

balance to measure the mass of objects.

•	 measure the mass of 
three objects. 

•	 present your 
results to the class 
tomorrow.

a.

f.

e.
d.

c.

b.

g.

Mass measures an object’s resistance to acceleration. 

Mass is not the same as weight. A large mass- the Earth 

attracts a small mass - a human w ith enough force to 

stop the human from floating aw ay. This force is gravity. 

You can use plastic cups for measuring volume, and you 

can also use the same cups for mass.

Exercise
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F Read the boardwork advice below. Classify this advice into categories. Some advice 
goes into more than one category. 

Effective: This advice helps my learners learn more easily and quickly. 
Inclusive: This advice makes sure all my learners learn well. 
Participatory: This advice helps learners take control of their own learning. 

Effective Inclusive Participatory

1

Ideas about Learning – Presenting New Information
According to Huitt (2003), if we organise the new information we want to give to our learners into 
‘chunks’ or parts, like one part of the board for vocabulary, one part of the board for ‘I-cans’, learners 
are more likely to remember it for a long time. 

Together with clear instructions, wait-time/think time, and eliciting, the teacher’s job is to make sure 
their board is also attracting learners’ interest, explaining an idea or helping a learner understand a 
topic or skill. 

Huitt, W. (2003) ‘The information processing approach to cognition.’  
Educational Psychology Interactive. Valdosta, GA: Valdosta State University.

Exercise

1. Don’t waste time having learners  
copying questions, exercises or texts  
they don’t need to keep. With many 
tasks, they can just read the board and 
write the answers.

2. Use visuals. A board with pictures, 
diagrams and charts is more 
interesting and more motivating than 
a board with only words, and helps 
learners with a visual learning style.

3. Clean old, unimportant information 
off your board regularly. The new 
information should be the focus.

4. Make sure all learners, including the 
back and sides of the room, can see the 
board. After you write on the board, 
move away quickly so that the learners 
can read it.

5. Stick notes, posters, diagrams and 
learners’ work on the board, as well as 
writing or drawing on it. 

6. If possible, use different coloured 
pens or chalk for different types of 
information, headings, or odd and even 
numbered exercises. This makes the 
board easier to read.

7. Make your board interactive. Have 
learners come and write short answers 
or ideas on the board. Correct each 
others’ (and your) mistakes. 

8. Use the board to support key points. 
While you are speaking, note down 
important facts that you want learners 
to remember.

9. Use the board to set goals for the 
learners to achieve by the end of the 
lesson, e.g. I can write a paragraph 
about my hometown.

10. When you are having a class discussion, 
brainstorming or eliciting answers, 
write learners’ ideas on the board.
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G Look at these examples of boardwork. Some are good practice, some are not.

1. Find the pictures which are examples of good practice.  
Match the picture with the advice in D.

2. Find the pictures which are examples of bad practice. Which advice do they ignore?

a.

b.

f.

c. d.

e.

A
ctivity
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H In groups, draw a diagram of a board for a teacher training class. The topic is The 
Teaching Cycle (Chapter 1), and you are half way through the lesson.  
Include:

•	a title and date.
•	 learning objectives (you can copy some from page four).
•	a presentation, involving visuals (you can draw these or stick them on).
•	vocabulary.
•	an exercise (or two).

Present your board to the class.

A
ctivities

K In a Reflective Journal...

1. Describe something you learnt in this section 
that was significant for you.

2. Why was it significant for you?
3. How has learning about this topic changed 

the way you think about your teaching?
4. Does it make you want to change the way 

you teach? In what way will you change your 
teaching?

Summary – 2.3.3: Using the Board
In low-resource classrooms, we sometimes forget that the board is a valuable tool. A well-organised 
board helps to promote effective, inclusive and participatory teaching and learning. Good board 
work takes practice – some of this you can practice outside the class (tidy writing and basic drawing 
techniques) and others will come with experience (making notes as you teach, sticking learners’ work 
on the board). 

When you are planning your lessons, think about what the board will look like, and how learners will 
interact with the board for each activity.

R
eflection

I Individually or in pairs, create a diagram of a board for a class and subject you plan 
to teach. Design the board to be half-way through the lesson.  
What does the board look like? Include:

•	A title and date
•	Learning objectives 
•	A presentation, involving visuals (you can draw these or stick them on)
•	Vocabulary
•	An exercise (or two)

Teach your exercise to a group or to the class. Make sure they have the information 
on the board to complete the exercise.

J OPTIONAL: If you are interested in finding out if your board work is effective, choose 
or plan a lesson, or part of a lesson. Record yourself during the lesson. Note how you 
arrange your board and allow the learners to interact with it, and note how you can 
improve on this. 
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2.4: Classroom Management Issues

consolidate (v): pkpnf; twnfjyKonf/

context (n): qufpyf tajctae

disrupt (v): aESmifh,Suf wm;qD;onf/ 

vrf;aMumif;zsufonf/

feedback (n): tBuHjyKoHk;oyfcsuf

handout (n): oifcef;pm twGif; a0iSaom 

pm&Gufrsm;

humiliating  (adj): edrhfusapaom

reaction (n): wkHYjyefrI

register (n): ausmif;ol^om; pm&if;

warm-up : aoG;ylavhusihfcef;

Key words and phrases in 2.4

A Swap Questions. 

1. Write a question that you would like answered about classroom management on 
a piece of paper. This might be about discipline, about classroom arrangements, 
about groupwork, about timing, about rules or anything else to do with classroom 
management.

2. Walk around the class and find a partner, Ask your question. Answer their question.
3. Swap questions, and walk around the class until you find another partner. Ask your new 

question and answer their, then swap again.

How can I get busy learners to 

come to class regularly?

How can I organise groupwork 
when the chairs and desks are 
attached to the ground?

Lead in...
All classroom management situations are different. All problems are different and require different 
solutions. These will depend on your personality and teaching style, the characteristics and 
motivations of your learners, your teaching context and many other factors.

Developing trust and respect for learning is an important skill for a teacher. In order to develop this 
trust and respect, you need to build learners’ trust in you and their trust in each other. Learning 
becomes much more of a collaborative adventure as a result.

You can get a lot of advice from other teachers, books and the internet, but experience will help you 
find the techniques that work best for you.

P
review
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B Look at the lists of teaching tips. Match them with the headings:

Using Names

Starting the Lesson  

Dealing with Problem Learners

Dealing with Late Learners  

Punishment and Reward  

Finishing the Lesson

3. ____________________

• Use them all the time – learners like to know you see them as individuals.

• Keep a register and refer to it often to help you at the beginning of the course.

• Use name cards in the first couple of lessons – this will also help learners learn 
each other’s names.

• Teach them your name, and how it is pronounced and written.

Exercise

1. ____________________

• Be in the classroom before the 
learners arrive to arrange the 
seats.

• Set up the classroom (put the texts 
on the wall etc).

• Start class at the scheduled time. 
Encourage learners to arrive on 
time so they don’t disrupt others 
or miss anything important. If you 
start late then the learners will not 
try to arrive on time.

• Make sure all your handouts and 
lesson materials are ready.

• Use a warm-up activity to get 
learners motivated for the lesson.

2. ____________________

• Finish with something useful 
and enjoyable. Learners are 
more positive if they leave 
class feeling happy and 
motivated.

• Summarise the learning points 
of the lesson so that learners 
are clear about what they have 
learnt or practiced.

• Ask learners for feedback. 
Give pieces of blank paper 
to each one. They can write 
down questions about what 
they learnt in the lesson or any 
comments they might have.

• Set homework to consolidate 
what they did in the lesson.
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4. ____________________

• Pay attention to learners’ reactions and behaviour.

• Avoid grouping or pairing learners who don’t work together well.

• Have a friendly chat with the learners very soon after you notice a problem. This 
can be outside of the class if necessary.

• If a learner tells you they know everything, put them with others who don’t – give 
them the responsibility to help the class progress.

C Group Quiz Competition. In groups, make some quiz questions for the texts. For 
example, for Text 5, a question could be: “Why shouldn't you use physical punishment 
with your learners?”

5. ____________________

• Physical or humiliating punishment 
– hitting, pinching, making learners 
do physical exercises for a long time 
or making the learner look stupid is 
never useful. 

• Reward for good work and good 
behaviour is more effective 
at changing behaviour than 
punishment. With difficult learners 
you need to find something they are 
doing right, and praise that. 

6. ____________________

• Set the rules at the beginning of 
the course. Tell all the learners at 
the start of the course that learners 
arriving to class more than ten 
minutes late have to wait until the 
break to be allowed in.

• Pause the class when a learner 
arrives late and greet him/her. Tell 
him/her to quickly join a group and 
explain later what they have missed.

M
u
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D Study Powerpoint 2.4: Classroom 
Management Strategies for 
Effective Instruction.
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E As a class, choose the three most important classroom management issues. You may 
need to vote to decide which ones are the most important.

1. In groups, decide on some possible solutions to these problems. 
2. Take one piece of paper for each problem, and list possible solutions. Put your lists on the 

wall.
3. Walk around and read other groups’ solutions. Tick the solutions that look the most useful 

to you.

A
ctivities

F Professional Case Study.

1. Interview an experienced teacher.  
What experiences have they had of the topics in 2.4.C? 

2. Complete the table.

Subject/topic you were teaching:

Age/education level of the learners:

Part of the lesson What happened? What did you learn from  
the experience?

Starting the lesson?

Finishing the 
lesson?

Using the learners’ 
names?

Dealing with 
problem learners?

Punishment  
and reward?

Dealing with  
late learners?

3. Present your findings to the class 
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G OPTIONAL: If you are interested in finding out if your classroom management 
techniques are effective, choose or plan a lesson, or part of a lesson. Record yourself 
during the lesson. 

Note how you manage your learners and any problems that might happen, and note 
how you can improve on how you dealt with each problem. 

H In a Reflective Journal...

1. Describe something you learnt in this section 
that was significant for you.

2. Why was it significant for you?
3. How has learning about this topic changed 

the way you think about your teaching?
4. Does it make you want to change the way 

you teach? In what way will you change your 
teaching?

Summary – 2.4: Classroom Management Issues
As teachers, we have to face a variety of unexpected situations in our classroom. Our job becomes 
easier when we get more experience of those situations. 

The more we teach, the more we develop tactics for dealing with them and for developing a strong 
relationship with our learners.

A
ctivity
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Plan and Deliver a Motivating Learning Activity
Plan a short learning activity (10 minutes), which is motivating and interesting to all learners.
a. Work in pairs, with a partner who teaches the same subject area. Decide on the topic you are going to 

teach, and the level of your learners.
b. Plan a learning activity to introduce the topic. Use the information you learnt about your teaching 

techniques in this module to:
•	  make your instructions and new information you teach clear and easy to understand
•	 allow learners time to think about new ideas and concepts and apply them further
•	 make the activity motivating and use the results to motivate learners in following lessons
•	 make the activity inclusive and participatory

c. Teach the learning activity to the rest of the class.

Observe a Learning Activity
While you are watching another trainee’s activity, use the observation checklist below to record the 
different types of learner and learning. 
Alternative:  
For	each	activity,	observe	the	learners	and	the	teachers	for	one	specific	purpose,	e.g.	Group	1	–	giving	
instructions,	Group	2	–	Wait-time	and	think-time;	Group	3	–	Eliciting,	etc.

NOTE:	It	is	important	to	NOT	interrupt	the	learners	or	the	teacher	during	the	activity.	BUT,	don't	be	afraid	
to go up as close as possible to them in order to see what they are doing or working on.

Teaching Practicum and Observation

Observation checklist: 

Teacher(s): Date:

Topic of the lesson:

Criteria 1 = never 5 = a lot Comments

The teacher’s instructions were in a clear, 
logical order. 1 2 3 4 5

The teacher used visual aids or drew a 
diagram of the classroom arrangement on 
the board before the activity.

1 2 3 4 5

The teacher demonstrated how to do the 
activity 1 2 3 4 5

The teacher broke down the activity into 
simple steps and used language that the 
learners already knew.

1 2 3 4 5

The teacher checked learners’ 
understanding of the instructions with 
questions

1 2 3 4 5

The learners understood the instructions 1 2 3 4 5

In
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Criteria 1 = never 5 = a lot Comments

The	teacher	waited	for	2-3	seconds	after	
they ask a question. 1 2 3 4 5

Learners were given discussion time and/
or write time 1 2 3 4 5

The teacher built a discussion by asking 
more	questions	after	wait-time	about	new	
information that they are teaching.

1 2 3 4 5

The teacher used a gesture, mime or verbal 
cue to elicit a target item 1 2 3 4 5

The teacher used visuals or wrote a part of 
the target item they are trying to elicit. 1 2 3 4 5

Learners got opportunities from the 
teacher to demonstrate that they know 
information through eliciting

1 2 3 4 5

The teacher clearly organised the board 
and used large, neat handwriting 1 2 3 4 5

The teacher cleaned old, unimportant 
information off the board regularly. 1 2 3 4 5

The teacher wrote some learners’ answers 
and key points on the board 1 2 3 4 5

The teacher listed the lesson objectives, 
e.g. I can write a paragraph about my 
hometown.

1 2 3 4 5

The teacher allowed learners to write their 
ideas on the board 1 2 3 4 5

The teacher used visuals, different 
coloured pens and put notes, posters and 
diagrams on the board.

1 2 3 4 5

Learners had opportunities to move around 
and use objects in the classroom

The teacher used a variety of seating 
arrangements for small groups, pairs and 
individuals.

The teacher could move learners and 
furniture	efficiently	so	that	each	activity	
changed quickly to the next

The teacher could move around the 
classroom interacting with individuals and 
groups or checking their work
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2.1: The Teaching and Learning 
Cycle

B Example Answers: 
1. - considering learners’ needs
 - how the learner learns
 - the teaching cycle (identifying needs planning,  
  teaching, assessing and evaluating teaching)

C The cycle can start at any stage.

 identify needs

 plan

 teach

 assess 

 evaluate

F Example Answers: 
1. The teacher doesn’t make the lesson interesting 

or fun. She did not plan her lesson and doesn’t 
remember what she did with the learners last 
time. She asks the learners to do something 
they have already done. She expects all the 
learners to have exactly the same answers, and 
does not allow that different answers might be 
correct too. She leaves the classroom without 
teaching them anything. 

2. The teacher should spend more time working 
on the planning stage of the teaching and 
learning cycle. She was unprepared for her 
lesson.

G Example Answers: 
1. The teacher elicits how to use ‘WH-questions’ 

from the learners. She answers the first 
question together with the learners. She 
speaks slowly and clearly. She encourages the 
learners.  
She doesn’t give the students opportunities to 
speak, using the target language. She lectures 
students a lot about the rules, without providing 
opportunities to practice.

2. The teacher is better prepared for the lesson.
3. The teacher should spend more time working 

on the teaching and assessment stage of 
the teaching and learning cycle. She needed 
to give more opportunities to practice and 
demonstrate their use of the target language.

I Teaching (and some planning). 

2.2: Teaching Techniques:  
Instructions
2.2.1: Giving and Checking 
Instructions

B 1. e 2. h 3. d 4. b 5. c 6. a  
7. g 8. f

D Example answer: 
1. “Ok, this pair work together (gestures for two 

learners to move together). This pair work 
together, this pair work together...  
Take out your book, English Practice Tests 
Volume 2...Turn to page 38 and look at the 
gap-fill exercise (points to the correct exercise 
in the book).... 
“Work together and answer the questions on 
a piece of paper, not in your book...So what 
book are we using?.. English Practice Tests 
Volume 2, good...And what page are we on? 
3 – right. Which exercise is it? The gap-fill 
exercise, great!  
“Who are you (gestures at learner) working 
with? Phyu Phyu – OK. And you, Michael? Oh 
you’re with Naw Moo – fine. And can you write 
your answers in the book? No, well done! Ok, 
start.”

Answer Key
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F Example answer:
2. He is giving the learners time to think and/or 

write down the numbers he is giving them.

H Example answers:  
Activity A (gap-fill): 
1. English language
2. “What do you write in the gaps?” 

“Do you check your answers individually?”

Activity B (matching): 
1. Maths
2. “Do any of you have the same paper?” 

“How long do you have to find your matching 
pieces?”

Activity C (multiple choice): 
1. Civics or politics or social studies
2. “What’s the topic on this worksheet?” 

“How many answers do you choose?”

I Example answers: 
1. a. 2 – Question 1 doesn’t directly ask about the 

instructions given. 
b. 1 – because it is directly asking about the 
instructions given – the time learners are given 
to complete the task. Question 2 should have 
been taught before the activity and does not 
ask about the instructions. 
c. 2 – the first question is not asking about 
the instructions to the activity. Question 2 is a 
simple, closed question about how the learners 
can complete the task.

2. a. “Do you work by yourself or with a 
partner?” 
“What verb do you change to fill the gaps? For 
example, Is 2005 in the present or past? If it is 
in the past, what form of ‘do’ should you use?” 
“Who will you check your answers with after 
you fill all the gaps?” 
b. “What is on this piece of paper? What is on 
this paper? And what is on this paper?” 
“If I have this paper, who has the other 
papers?” 
“What do you do to find the other matching 
papers?” 
“How long do you have for this?” 
c. “How many answers do you circle?” 
“How long do you have to complete the task?” 
“How many questions do you have to 
answer?”

2.2.2: Eliciting
A Example answers:

1. Geography. Directions.
2. In Situation A, the teacher provides all of the 

information to the students, and they do not 
speak or give any input.  
In Situation B, the teacher elicits the 
information from the learners and other useful 
knowledge that they have already.

B Example answers:
1. - previous experience in life
 - the people around the learner
 - resources around the learner, such as the  
  Internet, books and TV
2. - If there is something they don’t know,   
  teachers can fill that gap in their teaching
 - Teachers can find out more about the   
  differences between each of their learners
 - If a learner has a dangerous or   
  controversial understanding about an issue,  
  the teacher can design their lesson to help  
  the learner think in other ways
 - Teachers can measure how much their   
  learners have learned by the end of the  
  course if they know what knowledge they  
  started with.

C Example answers:
1. The teacher uses the board to write useful 

clues and information on. The teacher 
asks questions and adds the answers to 
the information on the board. The teacher 
also gives the first letter ‘c’ of the key word 
‘compass’ to give the learners a clue about the 
answer they should be giving. 

2. The teacher could also bring a real compass 
into class or a picture of a compass and ask 
questions about it.

D  1. c, I 

2.  a, III

3.  d, IV

4.  b, II
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E Example answers: 
1. verbal cue: say “more large, not small” 

write part of word/phrase: write “...ger “ 
draw picture/diagram: draw a shape, then 
the same shape larger

2. gesture/mime: mime a trunk swinging from 
side to side 
verbal cue: say “a huge, grey jungle animal” 
write part of word/phrase: write e__ __ __ __ 
__ __ __

3. gesture/mime: mime a person in handcuffs, in 
a prison, protesting, etc 
write part of word/phrase: write N____ M____ 
draw picture/diagram: draw an outline of 
Africa and a man’s head  at the southern tip

4. gesture/mime: participation: mime a lot of 
people doing something 
verbal cue: say “people all doing things 
together” 
draw picture/diagram: draw people doing 
things together

F Answers:  
Lesson 1
1. Literature
2. Fiction and non-fiction
3. The teacher explains what fictional books 

and non-fiction books are first and then elicits 
which types of books are fiction or non-fiction.

Lesson 2
1. Economics
2. Supply and demand (the English words)
3. The teacher uses verbal cues and examples 

of when there is supply or demand and draws 
cues on the board after each idea is elicited.

Lesson 3
1. Geography
2. The planets of the solar system
3. The teacher puts pictures of each planet as the 

learners name them. She gives verbal cues 
about each planet so that the learners can 
think of the correct planet name.

2.2.3: Wait-time and Think-time
C Example answers: 

2. a. Learners’ answers increase in correctness 
the longer the wait-time.

b. Learners will give longer answers if you wait 
longer.

c. The longer the wait time, the fewer “I don’t 
know” and no answer responses .

d. The longer the wait time, the more learners 
respond

D Answers: 
1. After the teacher asks each question, the 

pause for 3 seconds before eliciting an answer.

F Example answers: 

1. No. Reflecting should be personal – it should 
be a habit that the learner starts and continues 
to do by himself/herself. The learner should be 
able to see reflecting as an important activity 
for developing their skills rather than a job 
that the teacher has given them to do. The 
teacher should only (and rarely) ask about the 
learners’ reflections to find out if they need 
some extra guidance with any learning point. 

2. Benefits: After reflection, learners can develop 
strategies to improve and build their self-
awareness. This self-awareness is useful 
because it helps learners identify areas that 
need improvement or further thought. 
Difficulties: The teacher might use too much 
reflection time and learners will become bored. 
The teacher should find a balance between 
noisy, interactive activities and quiet, reflective 
activities during their classes.  
Learners need some practice to be reflective 
rather than just descriptive. They need to think 
about why things happen, rather than just 
about what happened.
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2.3: Teaching Techniques: 
Classroom Arrangements
2.3.1: Pairs and Groups
B 1st style of pairing or grouping: d 

2nd style of pairing or grouping: b 
3rd style of pairing or grouping: j

C Example answers:
1. Advantages: Learners have the power to make 

decisions in their classroom. This makes their 
learning more democratic. 
Learners often know each others skills and 
qualities so they can choose according to what 
they know. 
Disadvantages: Learners might always choose 
the same partners.  
Naughty or noisy learners might join together 
and encourage each other’s bad behaviour.  
If there is inequality between learners, this can 
make the problem worse.

2. Advantages: Equality and fairness.  
Prevents learners from getting bored 
Disadvantages: It can be useful to have 
certain learners working together, as they can 
help each other.

3. Advantages: Learners can produce work and 
assign roles more efficiently. 
Encourages equality within groups 
Disadvantages: Groups might finish their work 
at different times.  
Some groups might feel weaker or 
marginalised because their group is slower.

4. Advantages: Stronger learners can help 
weaker learners.  
Disadvantages: Stronger learners may feel 
held back by the weaker learners 
Stronger learners might dominate weaker 
learners

D  1. b
2. a
3. e
4. d
5. c 

F Example answers: 
1. Individual: reflective journal, watch the video, 

read the dialogue and answer the question, 
read and underline or highlight the text, 
matching, complete the table, listing, study the 
Powerpoint, reflection questions about your 
own teaching, teach yourself

2. Pair: discussions, matching, complete the 
table, listing, elicit the words to your partner, 
compare and discuss, specific teaching skill 
practice, choose the question, peer observation 
checklists 

3. Small group: discussions, brainstorms, compare 
and discuss, act it out, choose the question, 
specific teaching skill practice, compare your 
answers, teach each other, peer observation 
checklists

4. Large group: discussions, brainstorms, act it 
out, specific teaching skill practice, roleplay, 
compare your answers, teach each other, peer 
observation checklists

5. Whole class: discussions, specific teaching skill 
practice, roleplay, peer observation checklists

I Example answer:
2. If you group or pair your learners too often, 

they will become tired or bored. On the other 
hand, if you don’t often group or pair your 
learners, they can also lose energy. A useful 
technique is to alternate quiet and interactive 
activities. For example, the first activity could 
be quiet individual work, then the next activity 
could be pair work, followed by a whole class 
activity, then quiet, individual work again.
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2.3.2: The Classroom Environment
C Example answers:

1. a. Advantages: Good for debate, peer 
dictation activities or team competitions with 
two groups of learners. Learners and teacher 
can move around the classroom easily.  
Disadvantages: Not easy to do small group 
activities. Doesn’t work with large groups. 
b. Advantages: Good for small group and pair 
activities. Very easy for teacher to monitor all 
learners and for the learners to move if they 
need to.  
Disadvantages: Some learners may not be 
able to see the board. 
c. Advantages: All learners can easily see 
the board. Good for video or presentation 
activities. Very easy for the teacher to monitor 
all learners. 
Disadvantages: Not easy to do group 
activities. Doesn’t work with large classes. 
d. Advantages: Great for kinesthetic activities.  
Disadvantages: Learners can’t easily sit and 
write things. It takes a while to move the tables 
and chairs. In some classrooms, tables and 
chairs can’t be moved. 
e. Advantages: Good for large group activities, 
memory games or warmers. Good for large 
classes. The teacher and the learners can 
easily move around the classroom. 
Disadvantages: It might get quite noisy in the 
classroom. Not easy for some learners to see 
the board. It is difficult for the teacher to pay 
attention to both groups at the same time.

2. a. discussions, brainstorms, specific teaching 
skill practice, roleplay, compare your answers, 
teach each other, peer observation checklists, 
matching, choose the question, complete the 
table, look at the cartoons and answer the 
questions, listing 
b. same as above but easier for small group 
discussions and brainstorms. 
c. Video and presentation activities. Anything 
that doesn’t require a desk to write on or 
groupwork. 
d. roleplay, swap questions, group mingle – 
anything that involves moving a lot (kinesthetic 
activities) 
e. Large group discussions, brainstorms, 
roleplays. Activities that don’t require all 
learners to look at the board.

D  Example answers:. 
2.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

3.  
 
 
 
 
 

4.  
 
 
 
 

5.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

E  Example answers:
1. Moving the learners into groups is an easy 

way to energise learners but also to engage 
the kinesthetic learners.  
Moving the learners into groups of four for a 
discussion or the tables into a diamond shape 
for the debate are cues for learners to use 
their interpersonal, verbal-linguistic and visual/
spatial intelligences 
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G Example answers:

•	space for teachers and learners to move 
around 

•	easily visible board
•	classroom resources like maps, posters 

(either bought or home-made)
•	 learner’s work posted around the room 
•	enough light to see easily
•	not much outside noise
•	 flexible table and chair arrangements

H Example answers:

•	 In both classrooms, post learners’ work 
around the room. 

•	Use coloured paper to cover the surface 
of the walls in the second classroom.

•	 In the first classroom, take out furniture 
that is not being used so that there is 
more space in the classroom to move 
around

•	 In both classrooms, put up maps and 
posters 

2.3.3: Using the Board
B Answers:

1. date
2. title of lesson
3. lesson objectives
4. vocabulary
5. activity
6. presentation
7. homework

C Example answers:

1. English, beginner/elementary level
2. The date, lesson title, lesson objectives stay the 

same throughout the lesson.  
The vocabulary list and homework could be 
added and expanded during the lesson.  
The presentation and activities are usually 
erased after they have been completed.

3. It is useful to put things in the same place 
every lesson – for example, the lesson 
objectives should be very clear and in the top 
left or right-hand corner for the learners to 
see all the time when they are learning. This 
provides them with goals to work towards 
during the lesson.  
The vocabulary list should be a section of the 
board so that the learners know where to refer 
to throughout the lesson.  
The homework should always be in the same 
place on the board so that learners know to 
look at the same place at the end of the lesson 
to check what homework they have.  
The things that change can be in the remaining 
space left on the board.

4. Other things you could include in this lesson 
on the board: more activities, more vocabulary, 
some grammar or pronunciation rules, some 
learners’ answers to exercises, some key points 
to something you are explaining.

D Answers:

1. They are quite similar.
2. a. lesson objectives
  b. vocabulary and abbreviations
  c. date
  d. title of lesson
  e. presentation
  f. homework
  g. activity

E Example answers:

1. formulae, chemical compounds/names, 
diagrams/pictures of experiments

2. letters, pictures of things starting with each 
letter, words, names, diagrams of how to make 
letters

3. key ideas, people, places and events
4. key ideas, maps, diagrams, graphs

F Effective: 1, 3, 6, 8

Inclusive: 2, 4

Participatory: 5, 7, 9, 10
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G Example answers:

a. This is an example of 1 and 6.  
It ignores 2 but visuals might not be necessary 
in this type of activity.

b. This example ignores 2 and 3
c. This is an example of 7
d. This is an example of 2, 5, and 6 
e. This example ignores 3
f. This is an example of 2 and 9

2.4: Classroom Management  
Issues 

B Answers:
1. Starting the lesson
2. Finishing the Lesson
3. Using Names
4. Dealing with Problem Learners
5. Punishment and Reward  
6. Dealing with Late Learners
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1: How Not to Teach
T: Good Morning, class. Now open your books at 

page 32. There you’ll see a paragraph that I want 
you to read now.

S1: But Teacher, last Friday you asked us to read it and 
do the exercises over the weekend. We have to do 
it again now?

T: Oh, really? Leave it then. Now look at the other 
page. What … mmm … answer some more 
questions about the text.

S2: But again Teacher, you said you’d tell the right 
answers to these questions today. 

T: Huh, did I? But now I think we’ll check all the 
answers before I leave (after I’ve gone back). OK?

T goes out to get her coffee and comes back after 5 
minutes. 
S3: Teacher, there’s a word that I don’t understand the 

meaning of in the last question. 
T: Let’s see. Which one?
S3: Just right here: ‘perspective’.
T: Ah, that one. Maybe we can leave that question. So 

forget about it. Everyone’s finished, right?
S4: Not yet, Teacher. 
T: Su Mon Kyaw, you’re always late. How many times 

I have to tell you to do things quickly. We don’t 
have all day. Now let’s check for the answers!

After that…
T: Were all your answers correct? 
S1: Yes. But some of my answers are not exactly the 

same as the teacher’s. 
T: Oh, really? We were reading the same text. We 

should have had the same answers.
S2: All my answers are exactly the same as the 

Teacher’s.
T: Well done, Ko Zin. You did it properly! Oh, look 

at the time! I’m supposed to leave the class earlier 
today. I have to go now. Goodbye, class!

 2: Improving Your Teaching
T: OK, Ko Zin, do you speak Chin languages? 
S1: Yes, I do. 
T: What other languages do you also speak? 
S1: Myanmar, English and a little Korean. 
T: Thanks. Lé Waddy, do you live alone? 
S2: No, I don’t.  

T: Who do you live with? 
S2: With my parents and brothers and sisters.  
T: Great! Now everybody, let’s see what we’ve got on 

the board. What did S1 say when I asked her/him 
this question? 

Ss: He said ‘Yes, I do.’
T: Yes. What did I ask him after that?
Ss: Question two – What other languages do you also 

speak?
T: Right. Why do you think I ask that question?
S3: You’d like to know what other languages he also 

speaks except the Chin languages
T: Yes. From the first question. I learned that he can 

speak Chin languages. But I was not fully satisfied 
with that piece of information so I decided to 
ask another question to find out more about 
his language ability. I asked a ‘what’ question to 
explore extra information.

 Now, look at what Lé Waddy said when I asked her 
this question. And from that I found out that she 
doesn’t live alone. The same as questions number 
two: as I want to explore more about her, I asked 
question number 4 that is Who do you live with? 
To find out extra information, I asked a ‘who’ 
question. ‘What’ and ‘who’ are called wh- question 
words. What other wh- question words do you 
know? 

T: OK. This is a collection of questions using some 
of the wh- questions words we’ve come up with, 
and on the other side are the answers to these 
questions. Let’s see the first one as an example. 
What is the answer to this question — Where does 
Shwe Wah work? 

S4: At the Mote Oo office.
T: Great! When the question starts with ‘where’, the 

answer is… 
Ss: A place
T: Now I’d like you to work with a person sitting next 

to you and match the questions and the answers. 3 
minutes OK for you?

Videoscripts
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3: Giving Instructions
ONE:
T: I want you to do this calculation in your head. 3 

times 3 plus 2 minus 7 times 4 divided by 8. Do 
you have the answer yet ?

TWO:
T: I want you to do this calculation in your head. 
 3 times 3….
 plus 2….
 OK.
 …. minus 7.
 …OK? 
 …times 4.
 … OK have we all got that?
 …divided by 8.
 ….OK! What’s the answer ?

4: Eliciting
LESSON 1 
T: Alright, class. Who likes reading here? 
T: Looks like a lot of people like reading here. OK, 

what types of books do people like reading?
S1: Books about romance.
S2: Action stories.
S3: Biographies.
S4: Dictionaries.
T: Excellent! Some books are written about 

imaginary characters and events and not based 
on real people and facts. These types of books are 
called FICTION. On the other hand, there are 
some books like biographies which are written 
about real people and real facts. They’re called 
NON-FICTION. Dictionaries are also NON-
FICTION because they’re books of words – books 
full of facts. So what kind of book is a book about 
romance? Fiction or non-fiction? 

S2: Fiction
T: Great! What about action stories? Fiction or non-

fiction?
S3: Fiction!
T: Now, I’d like you to work in groups of three to 

brainstorm as many types of books as you can 
think of. They can be either FICTION or NON-
FICTION. Remember your number: 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3 
… 1s sit here. 2s there and 3s there. 

LESSON 2 
T: Can somebody tell me how much an apple is 

nowadays? 
S1: It depends. But the range is between 200 – 800 

Kyats.
T: So the most expensive one costs 800 Kyats then. 

Is it possible for the price of the most expensive 
apples to decrease?

S2: I don’t think so. Now everything is becoming more 
and more expensive. There is very little chance that 
the price of apples can decrease. 

S3: But I think that’s possible, you know. It depends on 
the situation. What if those expensive apples are 
produced a lot sometimes, but only a few people 
are interested to buy them? Then the price must 
be reduced so people will start to think about 
purchasing them. Right? 

T: OK. When there are a lot of the same things 
available in the market, what do we say in English? 

S4: Umm… there are plenty of those things available 
to sell?

T: Yes. That is one way, and in English ‘supply’ means 
the amount of something that is available for use 
or to be sold. For example, if a shop has 1 apple to 
sell, their supply is 1. If it has 10 apples to sell, how 
many is their supply?

Ss: 10? 
T: Exactly. 
T: Alright. So when there is not too much of 

something, the supply is high or low? 
S5: The supply is low.
T: Correct. What happens to the supply when there is 

a lot of something in the market then?
S1: The supply is high? 
T: Right. Now let’s take the buyer side. How do we 

say it in English when there is a need for a person 
to buy something, say an apple?

S2: Demand. 
T: Good. When do you think the demand for apples 

will go up?
S3: When a lot of people want to buy them? 
T: Nice. The demand is high when lots of people want 

to buy the same thing. The demand for apples goes 
down when…?

S4: When not many people would like to buy them, 
right?

T: Right, right. Demand is low when only few people 
want to buy the same thing. Now I’d like you to 
work with the person next to you and discuss 
the relationship between the supply of a good or 
service and its price and the relationship between 
the demand for a good or service and its price. 
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LESSON 3 
T: OK, class. Do you know what our earth looks like? 
S1: It looks like a ball. 
S2: It looks like a sphere.
T: Right. Do you know what other names our sphere-

like earth has? 
S3: World? Planet? 
T: Great, planet! Let review what we know about 

the planets. How many other planets do we have 
around the earth? 

S4: 9? 
S5: 6?
T: Close. 
S1: 7?
T: Do you know what they are?
S2: Mars, Jupiter, Saturn and
S3: Venus, Uranus? 
S4: Neptune? 
S5: Mercury?
T: Excellent! Including the Earth there are 8 planets. 

These 8 planets and the Sun make up a system 
which is called…?

S1: The Solar System. 
T: Good. In the Solar System, what circles what? The 

Sun circles the planets or the planets circle the 
Sun?

S2: The 8 planets circle the Sun. 
T: Right! Do you know which planet is the closest to 

the Sun?
S3: Mercury.
T: Correct. And the second closest planet is…?
S4: Venus?
T: Excellent! The Earth is the third closest planet to 

the Sun, and do you know what planet comes after 
our earth?

S5: Mars, and then Jupiter, Saturn, and Neptune.
T: Right, right. So what’s the farthest planet to the 

Sun then?
S1: That’s Uranus. 
T: Very nice. Now open your book at page 26, work 

with a new partner taking turns to explain the 
words from the Useful Vocabulary box. 

5: Pairs and Groups
T: OK, class. Now I’d like you to work in pairs. Please 

work with the person sitting next to you. 
T: Alright, people. Now everybody has a partner to 

work with?
Ss: Yes 
T: Great! In a few seconds, you’ll be working with 

your partner discussing the question written on 
the board – What is a learner-centred classroom? 
What does it look like? What qualities or features 
does it have?

T: Ko Htut, what’s a learner-centred classroom like?
S1: It’s fun and safe. 
T: Cool. How about Ko Zin’s?
S2: My ideal classroom must have a lot of lesson-

related pictures or posters on the wall. 
T: Nice. And now please with your partner discuss 

what your ideal classroom would look like and 
how you would make your classroom learner-
centred in 1 minute. Remember to record your 
answers in your notebooks.

1 min later … 
T: 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0. Alright, pairs, what ideas did you 

come up with? 
P1: A classroom with enough chairs, tables and other 

facilities is what my friend and I talked about. 
P2: We both like a classroom with a mini-library. 
T: Good job, people. Now can you please work 

with another person talking about what kind of 
classroom is NOT ideal or learner-centred for 
another minute? For example, can you share with 
us what a classroom should not look like?

S3: Ah, yes. It shouldn’t be dirty. 
T: Good. What do you think?
S4: I don’t like a classroom with a lot of people. 
T: OK. NOT with loads of people. Nice. Now start 

the discussion with your new partner. Please 
remember to take some notes.

Another 1 min later 
T: 5, 4, 3, 2, 1. OK, now pairs, let us all know things 

you have in common. 
P1: Our ideal classroom is not very crowded. 
P2: For us, we hate a classroom without enough light 

or fresh air. 
T: Great. Now, this pair and this pair, can you 

combine to form a group of four and discuss the 
second question – What are the criteria for a good 
classroom? But before that can someone tell one 
criterion now?
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S1: A good classroom is not crowded. 
S2: May I add one more example? A good classroom 

has a fun, safe environment. 
T: Of course. OK now you can discuss the second 

question with your group. 
A few minutes later …
T: OK guys, remember your number: 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 

3 … and 1s sit here. 2s sit here. 3s, sit here. And 
with your new group please discuss the question 
number 3 on the board – Why is access to a good 
classroom important for every learner? Can 
someone give me an example answer before we go 
for another small group discussion?

S3: If we don’t study in good classroom environment, 
for example if there are too many students in a 
single classroom, the teacher can’t give attention 
to individual students. To be able to assess the 
student’s progress, teachers need to pay special 
attention to every single student. 

S4: As learners, we learn better in safe, friendly 
environment. If we feel like we are marginalised or 
something then we will not be very happy about 
learning and will be losing interest in the lessons. 
So it’s important that we have access to a good 
learning environment. 

T: Excellent! Now continue the discussion with your 
group members. You have five minutes for this 
and be prepared to present your ideas after the 
discussions.
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